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We were thinking that 
we had seen this Italian 
tube amplifier before, 
and indeed we had. And 

we don’t mean one like it, but this very 
one. It’s a demo model. It’s been to Vegas 
at least three times, and we’ve seen it 
perhaps twice more. Sometimes it was 
playing, sometimes not. It would be 
understandable if it looked a little tired, 
but in fact, but for one of its tubes, it 
looked fresh and rested.
 The output tubes — since we’re on 
the subject — are 845 triodes. The 845 
has been around forever. RCA developed 
it in 1931 as a driver for its AM radio 
transmitters. Like other tubes designed 
for transmitters, it can operate at much 
higher voltages than the usual KT88 and 
other 6L6 variants common in modern 
audio amplifiers, but its bayonet mount 
betrays its age. The tube is oriented in its 
socket by a tiny nub that fits into a slot. 
If the nub breaks off you can easily insert 
the tube the wrong way around. That 

had clearly happened with one of the 
tubes in our amplifier, and a blackened 
patch on the circuit board was silent wit-
ness to what had happened. We replaced 
the tube, and the amplifier seemed none 
the worse for the experience.
 On the rear panel are recessed con-
trols for setting up bias of the tubes. 
This is to be done by “qualified person-
nel,” according to Mastersound, but the 
owner’s manual gives no hint as to how 
this is to be done. Oddly, Mastersound 
refers to the bias settings as “semi-
automatic.” We ignored them.
 You might assume that the 845 tubes 
are arranged in the usual push-pull 
configuration, but they’re not. This is a 
single-ended amp, with the two output 
tubes (on each channel) operating in 
parallel. Why? Single-ended amplifiers 
suffer from relatively high even-order 
harmonic distort ion, but they are 
exceptionally linear at very low output. 
They go “class A” amplifiers one better. 
Inverse feedback can be used to reduce 

harmonic distortion on an amplifier, but 
the Mastersound eschews that as well.
 Now perhaps the configuration calls 
for a bit of explanation. The usual way 
of configuring a power amplifier, either 
tube or solid state, is with a pair of 
complementary output devices, one for 
the positive half of the wave, one for the 
negative half. That allows partial cancel-
lation of harmonic distortion (actually 

the even harmonics, though not the 
more disturbing and unmusical odd 
harmonics). On the other hand, the 
wave can be asymmetrical if the two 
devices aren’t rigorously identical, and 
there can be a discontinuity at the zero 

point, where one device takes over from 
the other. In a single-ended amplifier, a 
single device or group of devices does 
all the work, and there can therefore be 
neither discontinuity nor asymmetry.
 The Evolution 845’s styling is iden-
tifiably Italian, which is far from being 
a criticism. The amplifier is solid, and it 
is heavy, which inspires confidence. It is 
wider than many equipment racks. How-
ever its most noticeable styling device is 
also its most problematic: the multileafed 
metallic structure that protects the 
output tubes physically and helps dis-
sipate the considerable heat generated. 
Tap the structure and it rings like the 
bells of St. Mary’s. If this amplifier were 
ours, and assuming we didn’t own a cat, 
we would probably remove it.
 The front panel is a simple one, with 
an input selector and the volume control. 
There are four inputs, one of them iden-
tified as “tape” (the term seems quaint 
nowadays), but it is not part of a tape 
loop. Another input is labelled “direct,” 
which it means it bypasses the volume 
control. That would be useful for the 
main channels of a home cinema system. 
A two-button remote control made from 
the same wood as the chassis sides allows 
adjustment of volume.
 Though the Mastersound 845 had 
been to a lot of shows and had presum-
ably had plenty of run-in time, it also had 
one new tube, and so we gave it some-
thing like 100 hours more before getting 
down to serious listening. Although our 
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equipment stands are wider than most, 
we elected to operate the Mastersound 
on the floor, sitting on its built-in cones. 
That’s because we remember years ago 
reviewing another large tube amplifier, 
the Audiomat Opéra (UHF No. 69), 
and finding its bottom end a little 
lean. Placing it on the floor had made 
everything right again. Incidentally, 
our Moon W-8 reference amplifier 
also sits on cones, and we also have it 
on our hardwood floor.
 We decided to make this an all-
analog session, and so we ran our Atlas 
Mavros cables directly from our phono 
preamplifier to the Mastersound. The 
amplifier has output posts for both 
4 ohm and 8 ohm speakers. Our Refer-
ence 3a Supremas have a 4 ohm imped-
ance, but we know from experience that 
the 8 ohm output often sounds better, 
because the 8 ohm transformer winding 
has less wire. We thought that, if the 
amplifier didn’t seem to have enough 
muscle, we could always switch to the 
4 ohm tap.
 It never happened.
 We began with Keith O. Johnson’s 
fabulous LP transfer of the Stravinsky 
Firebird (RM-1502), and right away we 
knew we were onto something good. 
The space was huge and the music full of 
life. The cellos and double basses which 
open the suite were solid and natural, 
with sound that was warm, but not overly 
so. The more complex passages (and 
there are plenty of them) remained clear, 
though without false “clarity” resulting 
from technical artifacts. All three of us 
praised the timbres of the various instru-
mental groups. “There’s a solidity and a 
palpable substance to the structure,” said 
Albert, “but it’s combined with a great 
smoothness in the strings. Everything 
is detailed, but it’s also airy. The wood-
winds are delicate and they sound right. 
I thought the reference did better by the 
horns, but I’m not complaining.”
 If you’ve heard this version of the 
Firebird (the HDCD version is on RR-
70CD), you’ll know that the bass drum 
in the climax can push the walls of your 
listening room outward. The Master-
sound handled it with ease.
 We went from the large Minnesota 
Orchestra to a single piano, but what 
a piano! It’s on an old direct-cut Japan 

Victor recording of Edward Auer play-
ing Chopin’s Scherzo No. 2 (RDCE-7). 
Auer plays with a mixture of awesome 
power and (in softer passages) the sen-
sitivity that Chopin’s music requires.
 The Mastersound got the conflicting 
requirements in good balance. As with 
the Stravinsky, it had no difficulty with 
the high-energy passages, but it also 
rendered the softer passages with plenty 
of nuances. Auer’s piano, a German 
Steinway, had a wonderful timbre that 
just sounded right.
 Was the sound less detailed than with 
our Moon solid-state electronics? Yes, 
but the result was entirely satisfying. 
“With the reference, Auer was teaching 
me the notes,” said Toby, “but with the 
Mastersound it all flowed, and I got a 
good sense of the piece.”
 Next was a Blues song, Doug 
McLeod’s Master’s Plan, from the Come 
to Find album (Audioquest AQ1027), 

and it was a success 
in every way. McLeod’s voice and guitar 
were warmer, though without the exag-
geration that tube gear sometimes bring. 
The space was wonderfully rendered, and 
the lyrics were clear, each word hanging 
in the air. “The reference envelops each 
note,” said Toby, “but the Mastersound 
envelops the performance.” That’s not to 
say that the amplifier skimped on details. 
Even when McLeod barely caressed the 
strings, the “woodiness” of his guitar 
remained audible. We could even hear 
a dissonance of the two lowest strings. 
We did note an occasional hardness of 
certain syllables, but our judgement was 
overwhelmingly positive.
 We then pulled out what has now 
become a rare recording, the original LP 
version of the Cowboy Junkies’ Trinity 
Sessions album. This is a true Blumlein 
stereo recording, done in the vast space 
of Toronto’s Trinity Church. On wide-
band speakers like ours, you can hear 
not only the ventilation system but also 
the rumbling of an occasional subway 
train. We played Mining for Gold, Margo 
Timmins’ unaccompanied chant, and 
Misguided Angel.
 As with previous recordings, the 
Mastersound had no difficulty reproduc-
ing the subtle clues that afford the illu-
sion of great space. However the voice 
and instruments were not lost in that 
space, even though they were not placed 
close to the microphones. The voice in 
Mining for Gold was especially lifelike, 
though it hardened up somewhat, with a 
touch of sibilance, in Misguided Angel. “It 
pulled me in faster,” said Toby. I have a 
soft spot for this kind of music, because 
I’ve done it too. I loved the accordion, 

Model: Mastersound Evolution 845
Price: $15,000
Sizet (WDH): 55 x 45 x 27 cm, 
Inputs: Three high-level, one direct
Rated power: 55 watts/channel
Most liked: Outstanding sound
Least liked: Heat diffuser rings like a 
bell, no recording or preamp output
Verdict: Forget power ratings, this 
amplifier can handle pretty much 
anything

Summing it up…
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and the guitar was 
better as well.” Albert 
also liked the instru-
ments on the second 
song, and praised the 
lack of harshness. Not 
bad for a single-ended 
amp with supposedly 
limited power, driving 
huge speakers!
 We had one more 
female voice, from an 
early Sheffield direct-
cut disc, I’ve Got the 
Music in Me (LAB-2). 
By the way, the ever-
reliable Wikipedia tells 
us that singer Thelma 
Houston is no kin to the late Whitney. 
She’s got a voice that takes your breath 
away, however.
 And it was no less fantastic with the 
Evolution 845 than it had been with our 
reference. We had decided to listen at 
high level, for a maximum challenge, but 
also because the clarity of this famous 
LP lends itself well to realistic volume. 
We loved what we heard. Houston’s voice 
was clean and clear, with no strain and 

no harshness. She sang with ease, and 
we were in no doubt that she had extra 
reserves available had she desired. Her 
backup singers sounded clear as well, 
without confusion. The brass was natu-
ral. There was a strong sense of pace, 
with drive, warmth and articulation. The 
performance was pretty much flawless.
 The outstanding qualities of this 
elegant amplifier put its admittedly high 
price into perspective. The Evolution 

is, lest we forget, both 
a power amplifier and a 
preamplifier. Our own 
preamp alone is only a 
little cheaper than this 
whole amp. Add in the 
cost of our silver inter-
connect cables, and you’re 
at the price of the whole 
Mastersound!
 Of course it may not be 
right for you. Perhaps you 
don’t want the heat load 
of these big output tubes, 
especially in summer. 
Perhaps you would like 
more inputs. Perhaps you 
want — or need — an 

output for recording. Perhaps you can’t 
offer the Mastersound the considerable 
space it requires.
 But we are certain that its musical 
performance will not be any kind of 
barrier. Though our speakers are effi-
cient, an amp needs some muscle to get 
the most out of them. The fact that the 
Evolution 845 gets the job done this well 
means that it’s likely to work well in any 
system.

 This amp is my friend!
 It weighs like a monster but dances like 
a ballerina. Even at maximum volume it has 
a great sense of fun, of exhilaration in the 
Firebird’s tutti passages and spookiness in 
the oboe solo. The reference does a great 
expectant hush, but the Mastersound’s hush 
was more expectant. Two notes beating 
together convinced me Doug McLeod’s 
guitar sounded more guitar-like, because a 
darn guitar is never perfectly in tune. Mining 
for Gold pulled me right in, then showed me 
Margo Timmins in this terrific recording 
was leaning more to the worn-out junkie side 
than the passionate cowboy one. I think they 
put mood enhancers in this amplifier.
 Either that or it was wired up by Cecilia 
Bartoli. Enjoy!

—Toby Earp

 We are talking reference quality here. 
This amp has a way of scooping the whole 
music performance at once, creating a coher-

ent whole. By comparison, it almost seems 
that other components handle the music in 
separate ranges of highs, mids and lows. This 
amp  hands the speakers a complete package, 
I thought, a genuine chunk of the original 
event, containing all the essential elements 
that made that performance memorable, 
including the background on which it was 
set.
 No easy task.
 Such a reproduction doesn’t strike you 
at first as being, say, detailed or transparent 
as much as being true. If you love it, that’s 
because it was masterly recorded and, if you 
don’t, then it was not. But, whatever the 
case may be, it’ll always be music. And that 
is a great comfort, even before you actually 
listen — knowing that you’ll always be 
offered the best seat in the house.

—Albert Simon

 You know, I must have heard this ampli-
fier (and I mean this very amplifier) at three 

Vegas shows, perhaps four. But, as too often 
happens, a product may be playing but it is 
not the focus of the room, and it’s impos-
sible to get more than a casual impression. 
Mastersound? It looks nice, but…
 Now that I’ve heard the Evolution 845 
under the best possible conditions — in 
UHF’s Omega reference system — I’m 
wowed. I just hadn’t realized how good it 
was. This is not an amplifier whose underly-
ing technology impresses you, or even calls 
attention to itself. You might look at the 
available power when you’re in the store, but 
you’ll forget about it once you get it home 
and the first recording comes on.
 Is it an “impressive” amplifier? I’m wary 
of systems that are too impressive, because 
I want the music to impress me, not the 
hardware. That’s exactly what the Evolution 
845 gets right.
 It’s not cheap, but it has its place in the 
very best systems.

—Gerard Rejskind

CROSSTALK
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THE ACOUSTIC COLLECTION:
This is the closest we can get to a book on 
acoustics by Paul Bergman. Issues No.77-
84: eight issues available for the price of five 
issues. Including Paul Bergman’s complete 
series on acoustics for audiophiles (room size 
and acoustics, taming reverberation, absorbing 
sound, absorbing unwanted low frequencies, dif-
fusing sound, soundproofing, speaker placement 
and room acoustics, and signals for acoustic 
measurement).

No. 91: Reviews: The Benchmark DAC1 HDR 
preamp and DAC, the Audiomat Phono2, the 
Moon 330A power amplifier, and a tiny but 
interesting amp from Trends. Plus: computer 
audio via Pure Music and Amarra, and Reference 
Recordings’ spectacular return to vinyl. Features: 
The Musical Imperative, why we may be hard-
wired to love music, two show reports, and a look 
at six decades of the Beatles revolution.
 
No. 90: Reviews: The Moon 300D converter, 
the Allnic L-1500 tube preamplifier, the Leema 
Elements phono preamp, the ELAC FS 249 
loudspeaker, and a tube headphone amp from 
Trends. Home theatre: We compare a new LED-
backlit HDTV from Samsung with our reference 
plasma. Features: We look at 3D films, and 
reveal why most of them are bogus, we cover 
the best and worst from CES and the Montreal 
Salon Son&Image, and Paul Bergman looks at 
the elements that make up a computer music 
source. Plus: Toby Earp on Rachmaninoff, the 
great 20th Century neo-Romantic.

No. 89: Reviews: The Moon 300D converter, 
the Allnic L-1500 tube preamplifier, the Leema 
Elements phono preamp, the ELAC FS 249 
loudspeaker, and a tube headphone amp from 
Trends. Home theatre: We compare a new LED-
backlit HDTV from Samsung with our reference 
plasma. Features: We look at 3D films, and 
reveal why most of them are bogus, we cover 
the best and worst from Vegas and Montreal, 
and Paul Bergman looks at the elements that 
make up a computer music source. Plus: Toby 
Earp on Rachmaninoff, the great 20th Century 
neo-Romantic.

No. 88: High resolution music: We open our 
copies of Reference Recordings’ HRx 24/176.4 
recordings, and check how good they can sound 
right now. Reviews: Two speakers, the Reference 
3A Episode and the Audes Orpheus. An amazing 
four-box CD player from Cyrus. Cambridge’s 
affordable DACMagic. Blue Circle’s unusual 
Fon Lo phono preamps, two new cables from 
BIS, and headphones from AblePlanet. We try to 
determine whether a “better” USB cable sounds 
better. Plus: Paul Bergman on why many “stereo” 
recordings are done with a single microphone.

No. 87: Digital: We review the April Music Eximus 
CD player, and we plug things into its digital 
inputs. We also try to get great sound from the 
increasingly popular Apple Airport Express. 
Analog: We listen to the Audiomat Phono-1.6, 
successor to our reference phono preamp, and 
a hand-wound step-up transformer from Allnic. 
Plus: A lovely little tube amp from Audio Space, 
the Pioneer BDP-11FD Blu-ray player, and a 
feature article on good sound in bad times.

No.86: Analog: The Scheu Analogue Premier 
II turntable and Cantus arm, and two phono 
preamps: the Allnic H-1200 and the Moon LP3. 
Also: We continue our investigation of speaker 
connectors by putting WBT nextgens on our 
reference cable, we listen to Beats headphones, 
and the Shure SE530 and SE420 phones. We put 
the Zoom H2 palm-sized digital recorder through 
a tough test. Plus: color space in home theatre, 
Paul Bergman on analog in a digital world.

No.85: Integrated amplifiers: the luxurious 

Sugden A21SE and the affordable Vecteur 
Ai4. We evaluate Eichmann’s new Quiessence 
cables, and chat with Keith Eichmann himself. 
We listen to a very good mid-priced speaker 
cable with four different connectors, and the 
results leave us stunned. Plus: We choose 
(and evaluate in depth) a new HDTV reference 
monitor, Paul Bergman winds up his series on 
acoustics, and we tell you how to transfer music 
to hard drive without saying you’re sorry.

No.84: Digital streaming: the awesome Linn 
Klimax DS and the Off-Ramp Turbo 2 interface. 
Also: the classic Harbeth HL5 speaker, the 
affordable Moon CD-1 and i-1 amplifier, and 
a great phono stage from Aurum. Plus: UHF 
chats with Linn’s Gilad Tiefenbrun and Harbeth’s 
Alan Shaw, Paul Bergman discusses signals for 
acoustic measurement, and we look at the pros-
pects for 3-D…at home and in the cinema.

No.83: Digital: The Raysonic CD128 and a low-
cost player from VisionQuest. Other reviews: The 
Moon LP5.3 phono stage, the Castle Richmond 
7i speaker, the upscale Mavros cables from 
Atlas, and a retest of the Power Foundation III 
line filter, with a better power cord this time. Plus: 
The acoustics of speaker placement, the two 
meanings of video image contrast, and a portrait 
of super tenor Placido Domingo.

No.82: Amplifiers: A large sweet tube amplifier 
from Audio Space, the Reference 3.1, and the 
reincarnation of an old favorite, the Sugden A21. 
Digital: Bryston's first CD player, and the Blue 
Circle "Thingee," with USB at one end and lots of 
outputs at the other end. Plus: the BC Acoustique 
A3 speaker, a small subwoofer, two more London 
phono cartridges, line filters from AudioPrism 
and BIS, a blind test of three interconnects, Paul 
Bergman on soundproofing, and a thorough test 
of Sony's new-generation Blu-ray player

No.81: Digital: The newest two-box CD player 
from Reimyo, and the magical Linn Majik 
player. Headphones a new version of our long 
time reference headphones, from the Koss pro 
division, and the affordable SR-125 headphones 
from Grado. Plus: The astonishing Sonogram 
loudspeakers from Gershman, a small but lovely 
tube integrated amplifier from CEC, and the 
London Reference phono cartridge.

No.80: Equipment reviews: From Linn, the 
Artikulat 350A active speakers, the updated 
LP12 turntable, the Klimax Kontrol preamplifier, 
and the Linto phono stage; ASW Genius 300 
speakers, ModWright preamp and phono stage. 
Also: Bergman on absorbing low frequencies, 
emerging technologies for home theatre, and 
coverage of the Montreal Festival.

No.79: Digital players: Simaudio’s f lagship 
DVD (and CD) player, the Calypso, and Creek’s 
surprising economy EVO player. Phono stages: 
A slick tube unit from Marchand, and the superb 
Sonneteer Sedley, with USB input and output. 
Plus: the talented JAS Oscar loudspeakers, the 
Squeezebox plus our own monster power supply. 
Also: Bergman on what absorbs sound and what 
doesn’t, what’s next in home theatre, Vegas 
2007, and the secrets of the harmonica.

No.78: Integrated amplifiers: the affordable 
Creek EVO, and the (also affordable) Audio 
Space AS-3i. Loudspeaker cables: six of them 
from Atlas and Actinote, in a blind test. Plus: 
the astonishing Aurum Acoustics Integris 300B 
complete system, and its optional CD player/
preamplifier. Whew! Also: Bergman on taming 
reverberation, how to put seven hours of uncom-
pressed music on just one disc, and the one 
opera that even non-opera people know.

No.77: Electronics: The Simaudio Moon P-8 
preamplifier, the successor to the legendary 

Bryston 2B power amp, the Antique Sound Lab 
Lux DT phono stage. Plus: the Reimyo DAP-777 
converter, an affordable CD player/integrated 
amp pair from CEC, and five power cords. Also: 
Paul Bergman on room size and acoustics, how 
to dezone foreign DVDs, and how to make your 
own 24/96 high resolution discs at home.

No.76: Loudspeakers: a new look at the modern 
version of the Totem Mani-2, an affordable ELAC 
speaker with a Heil tweeter, and the even more 
affordable Castle Richmond 3i. Plus headphone 
amps from Lehmann, CEC and Benchmark, a 
charger that can do all your portables, and the 
Squeezebox 3, which gets true hi-fi music from 
your computer to your stereo system. Bergman 
on speaker impedance and how to measure it.

No.75: Amplifiers: The new Simaudio Moon W-8 
flagship, and integrated amps from Copland (the 
CTA-405) and CEC. Speakers: the Reference 3a 
Veena and the Energy Reference Connoisseur 
reborn. Plus the Benchmark DAC converter. And 
also: Bergman on the changing concept of hi-fi 
and stereo, a chat with FIM’s Winston Ma, and 
the rediscovery of a great Baroque composer, 
Christoph Graupner.

No.74: Amplifiers: Mimetism 15.2, Qinpu A-8000, 
Raysonic SP-100, Cyrus 8vs and Rogue Stereo 
90. More reviews: Atlantis Argentera speaker, 
Cyrus CD8X player, GutWire MaxCon2 line 
filter, Harmony remote, Music Studio 10 record-
ing software. Cables: Atlas, Stager, BIS and 
DNM, including a look at how length affects 
digital cables. Plus: the (hi-fi) digital jukebox, 
why HDTV doesn’t always mean what you think, 
and Reine Lessard on The Man Who Invented 
Rock’n’Roll.

No.73: Integrated amplifiers: Audiomat Récital 
and Exposure 2010S. Analog: Turntables 
from Roksan (Radius 5) and Goldring (the 
Rega-designed GR2), plus two cartridges, and 
four phono stages from CEC, Marchand and 
Goldring. The Harmonix Reimyo CD player, 
Audiomat Maestro DAC, ASW Genius 400 
speakers, and the Sonneteer BardOne wireless 
system. Plus: Paul Bergman on the making of an 
LP and why they don’t all sound the same.

No.72: Music from data: How you can make your 
own audiophile CDs with equipment you already 
have. We test a DAC that yields hi-fi from your 
computer. We review the new Audio Reference 
speakers, the updated Connoisseur single-
ended tube amp, upscale Actinote cables, and 
Gershman’s Acoustic Art panels. How to tune up 
your system for a big performance boost.

No.71: Small speaker: Reference 3a Dulcet, 
Totem Rainmaker, and a low cost speaker from 
France. A blind cable test: five cables from Atlas, 
and a Wireworld cable with different connectors 
(Eichmann, WBT nextgen, and Wireworld). The 
McCormack UDP-1 universal player, muRata 
super tweeters, Simaudio I-3 amp and Equinox 
CD player. Paul Bergman examines differences 
behind two-channel stereo and multichannel.

No.70: How SACD won the war…or how DVD-A 
blew it. Reviews: Linn Unidisk 1.1 universal 
player and Shanling SCD-T200 player. Speakers: 
Reference 3a Royal Virtuoso, Equation 25, 
Wilson Benesch Curve. Other reviews: Simaudio 
W-5LE amp, the iPod as an audiophile source. 
Plus: future video screens, and the eternal music 
of George Gershwin

No.69: Tube Electronics: Audiomat Opéra , 
Connoisseur SE-2 and Copland CSA29 inte-
grated amps, and Shanling SP-80 monoblocks. 
Audiomat's Phono 1.5, Creek CD50, GutWire's 
NotePad and a music-related computer game 
that made us laugh out loud. Paul Bergman on 
the return of the tube, and how music critics did 

their best to kill the world’s greatest music.

No.68: Loudspeakers: Thiel CS2.4, Focus Audio 
FS688, Iliad B1. Electronics:Vecteur I-6.2 and 
Audiomat Arpège integrated amps, Copland 306 
multichannel tube preamp, Rega Fono MC. Also: 
Audio Note and Copland CD players, GutWire 
MaxCon power filter. And there’s more: all about 
power supplies, what’s coming beyond DVD, and 
a chat with YBA’s Yves-Bernard André.

No.67: Loudspeakers: An improved Reference 
3a MM de Capo, and the Living Voice Avatar 
OBX-R. Centre speakers from Castle, JMLab, 
ProAc, Thiel, Totem and Vandersteen. One of 
them joins our Kappa system. Two multichannel 
amps from Copland and Vecteur. Plus: plans for 
a DIY platform for placing a centre speaker atop 
any TV set, Paul Bergman on the elements of 
acoustics, and women in country music. 

No.66: Reviews: the Jadis DA-30 amplifier, the 
Copland 305 tube preamp and 520 solid state 
amp. Plus: the amazing Shanling CD player, 
Castle Stirling speakers, and a remote control 
that tells you what to watch. Also: Bergman on 
biwiring and biamplification, singer Janis Ian’s 
alternative take on music downloading, and a 
chat with Opus 3’s Jan-Eric Persson.

No.65: Back to Vinyl: setting up an analog 
system, reviews of Rega P9 turntable, and 
phono preamps from Rega, Musical Fidelity 
and Lehmann. The Kappa reference system for 
home theatre: choosing our HDTV monitor, plus 
a review of the Moon Stellar DVD player. Anti-
vibration: Atacama, Symposium, Golden Sound, 
Solid-Tech, Audioprism, Tenderfeet. Plus an 
interview with Rega’s turntable designer,. 

No.64: Speakers: Totem M1 Signature and 
Hawk, Visonik E352. YBA Passion Intégré amp, 
Cambridge IsoMagic (followup), better batteries 
for audio-to-go. Plus: the truth about upsampling, 
an improvement to our LP cleaning machine, an 
interview with Ray Kimber.

No.63: Tube amps: ASL Leyla & Passion 
A11. Vecteur Espace speakers, 2 intercon-
nects (Harmonic Technology, Eichmann), 
5 speaker cables (Pierre Gabr iel, vdH , 
Harmonic Technology, Eichmann), 4 power 
cords (Wireworld, Harmonic Technology, 
Eichmann, ESP). Plus: Paul Bergman on 
soundproof ing, compar ing components 
in the store, big-screen TV’s to stay away 
from, a look back at the Beatles revolution. 

No.62: Amplifiers: Vecteur I-4, Musical Fidelity 
Nu-Vista M3, Antique Sound Lab MG-S11DT. 
Passive preamps: Creek and Antique Sound 
Lab. Vecteur L-4 CD player. Interconnects: VdH 
Integration, Wireworld Soltice. Plus: the right to 
copy music, for now. Choosing a DVD player by 
features. And all about music for the movies.

No.61: Digital: Audiomat Tempo and Cambridge 
Isomagic DACs, Vecteur D-2 transport. Speakers: 
Osborn Mini Tower and Mirage OM-9. Soundcare 
Superspikes. And: new surround formats, dezon-
ing DVD players.

No.60: Speakers: Monitor Audio Silver 9, 
Reference 3a MM De Capo, Klipsch RB-5, 
Coincident Triumph Signature. Plus: a Mirage 
subwoofer and the Audiomat Solfège amp. Paul 
Bergman on reproducing extreme lows.

No.59: CD players: Moon Eclipse, Linn Ikemi and 
Genki, Rega Jupiter/Io, Cambridge D500. Plus: 
Oskar Kithara speaker, with Heil tweeter. And: 
transferring LP to CD, the truth on digital radio, 
digital cinema vs MaxiVision 48.

SEE MORE AT:
http://www.uhfmag.com/IndividualIssue.html
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